
The CLT is a college entrance exam for 11th and 12th graders and an alternative to the SAT®

and ACT®. Accepted at hundreds of colleges across the United States and abroad, the CLT

assesses reading, grammar, writing, and mathematical skills and is tied to $100 million

annually in scholarships. Schools can administer the online exam to their students on test

dates offered nearly every month throughout the year. Paper exams are available on select test

dates.

Contains 3 sections:

● Verbal Reasoning (40 minutes)

○ 40 questions of textual comprehension and textual analysis

● Grammar/Writing (35 minutes)

○ 40 questions of grammatical editing and improvement

● Quantitative Reasoning (45 minutes)

○ 40 questions of logic and mathematics

The CLT is open to every student who wishes to take it, regardless of educational background.

The “classic” in Classic Learning Test refers to its use of the greatest and most enduring texts

that have informed and shaped society. Although these texts are featured prominently in a

classical education, the CLT instead emphasizes intellectual aptitude and achievement which is

not limited to classical curricula.

In the state of Florida, students can use CLT scores to qualify for Bright Futures scholarships,

apply to Florida state universities, satisfy graduation requirements, and become eligible for

dual enrollment.

Schools that administer the CLT receive full support from the Classic Learning Test (CLT) team

before and after testing. This includes special pricing, analytics reports for individual students

and the entire testing group, and a dedicated CLT representative to assist with the testing

process and analytics interpretation.

See the next page for distinctives, format, and specifics of the CLT.

CLT exists to reconnect knowledge and virtue by providing meaningful assessments and connections

to seekers of truth, goodness, and beauty.



DISTINCTIVES FORMAT SPECIFICS

● Designed for 11th and 12th

graders

● Alternative to the SAT® and

the ACT®

● Suited for all educational

backgrounds

● Features classic texts

● Measures aptitude and

achievement

● Free, unlimited score

sharing

● Free practice exams

available in the online

student account

● Scholarship opportunities

● 120 questions

● 3 sections

○ Verbal Reasoning

○ Grammar/Writing

○ Quantitative

Reasoning

● 40 questions per section

● 120 minutes long (+20

minutes of instructions)

● Optional Essay (+30

minutes)

● Guesses or wrong

answers not penalized

● Calculators not permitted

● Online or paper* version

available for in-school

administration

● Results within 4 business

days**

● Includes Student Analytics

● To register your students,

email sales@cltexam.com

*Available on select test dates

**Allow up to 30 days for paper

scoring

CLT exists to reconnect knowledge and virtue by providing meaningful assessments and connections

to seekers of truth, goodness, and beauty.
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